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Alors que les progrès technologiques de la science ne cessent de se développer, nous forçant 

à une adaptation permanente, il n’en reste pas moins qu’une stratégie scientifique et l’obtention de 
supports financiers, à long terme, sont au cœur d’une recherche de qualité. Au sein du Laboratoire de 
Bioénergétique Fondamentale et Appliqué, nous avons su réunir ces conditions pour atteindre ce 
niveau d’exigence. Et pour cette raison, en qualité de Directeur du LBFA, je voudrais adresser mes plus 
sincères remerciements à tous nos collaborateurs et collaboratrices, du passé comme du présent, des 
plus anciens aux plus jeunes, pour leur investissement au sein de ce laboratoire. Je témoigne 
également ma reconnaissance à l’UGA et à l’INSERM, nos deux tutelles, sans qui cette recherche ne 
serait pas rendue possible. 

La création du Laboratoire de Bioénergétique Fondamentale et Appliquée en 1999 par le Pr 
Xavier Leverve et l’Université Joseph Fourier, sous cette forme si caractéristique du LBFA, était tout à 
fait innovante à l’époque et Xavier apparaissait comme un acteur de la recherche en avance sur son 
temps. Il s’agissait déjà, bien avant que le terme « Biologie Systémique » ne soit employé, d’une 
approche interdisciplinaire, de la molécule à la clinique, avec la bioénergétique comme trait d’union 
entre les différentes thématiques, fondamentales ou appliquées et en liens plus ou moins étroits avec 
différentes pathologies humaines. 

C’est dans ce contexte favorable et autour de ce mot clé « Bioénergétique » que se sont réunis 
différents acteurs du site Grenoblois, que j’ai pu apporter mon expertise en étant recruté comme 
Professeur des Universités, et que des collaborations avec des collègues étrangers ont vu le jour au 
sein de grands projets internationaux. Sans l’intuition visionnaire de Xavier, hélas disparu bien trop tôt, 
cette réussite n’aurait pas eu lieu. C’est aussi à Xavier que nous rendons hommage aujourd’hui. 

La reconnaissance du LBFA par l’Inserm en 2002 a couronné cette restructuration et ce fut une 
immense satisfaction. Nous sommes maintenant déjà dans le 5ème mandat, j’ai repris la direction il y a 
12 ans, et nous avons su garder le cap et maintenir notre approche complexe et originale. Cela a été 
facilité par l’obtention de multiples financements nationaux et internationaux, par nos collaborations 
avec l’industrie, et nos chaires d‘excellence et de l’IUF. Nous avons eu aussi la chance de bénéficier 
d’une extension du LBFA par la création d’un nouveau bâtiment de recherche, le bâtiment Xavier 
Leverve, dont l’inauguration a eu lieu en 2015. Ainsi, nous avons pu poursuivre notre ligne directive 
tout en nous renouvelant et en sachant adapter nos approches aux nouvelles questions scientifiques 
et demandes sociétales à la pointe de d’actualité. Quelques-unes des thématiques phares du LBFA 
seront présentées aujourd’hui par d’anciens ou de plus récents collaborateurs.          

Je vous souhaite à tous et à toutes une très belle journée, scientifiquement enrichissante, mais 
aussi chargée d’émotions avec probablement un peu de nostalgie pour certains …  

Une journée riche de souvenirs, et de promesses pour l’avenir ! 
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Even with an ever-accelerating scientific progress, forcing us to permanent adaptation, long term 
scientific strategies and continued funding are prerequisites for quality in research. We have 
succeeded in this, and I sincerely thank all present and former collaborators, as well as our funding and 
administrative bodies, UGA and Inserm, for their continued effort and support. 

Creation of the Laboratory of Fundamental and Applied Bioenergetics in 1999 by Prof. Xavier 
Leverve and the University Joseph Fourier was an idea well in advance of its time. It proposed an 
interdisciplinary approach from molecules to man, linking different human pathologies by their 
underlying bioenergetics, well before such approaches were mainstream and considered as “systems 
biology”. Like most excellent ideas, also this one had several benefits, including the integration of 
existing forces, and the attraction of new talent, including myself. For all this, I would like to pay 
particular tribute to the late Prof. Xavier Leverve who passed away too early. 
  Recognition of LBFA by Inserm in 2002, which we celebrate today, was the culminating point 
of these efforts. Ever since, although direction has changed, we continued to adhere to this complex 
and original approach thanks to our multiple national and international funding, industry 
collaborations, chairs of excellence and IUF, and finally our new research building inaugurated in 2015. 
All this also allowed us to evolve and to address new cutting-edge scientific questions and 
contemporary societal needs. You will hear about some of these today, presented by former and 
present collaborators.      

I wish you all a rewarding and pleasant day, with a bit of nostalgia for many of you! 

Uwe Schlattner 

 

 

Les laboratoires sur le site depuis 1979 

1979 - 1980  Création Laboratoire de Physiologie Cellulaire Cardiaque, UJF EA  
 (direction : A. Rossi et J. de Leiris) 

1982 - 1994 Reconnaissance CNRS URA (1982-92), ensuite UJF EA (1992-94) 
1990 – 1995 Création Laboratoire de Thérapeutique et Étude Métabolique, UJF EA  

(direction : X. Leverve) 
1995 – 1998 Création Laboratoire de Bioénergétique et Métabolisme Intermédiaire, 

UJF EA, par fusion des deux laboratoires (direction : X. Leverve) 
1999 – 2002 Création Laboratoire de Bioénergétique Fondamentale et Appliquée,  

UJF EA (direction : X. Leverve) 
2002 – 2006  Reconnaissance Inserm, UJF-Inserm EMI 221 (direction :  X. Leverve) 
2007 – 2010  UJF Inserm U884 (direction :  X. Leverve) 
2011 – 2014 UJF-Inserm U1055 (direction : U. Schlattner) 
2015 – 2019  UGA - Inserm U1055 (direction : U. Schlattner) 
2020 – 2025  UGA - Inserm U1055 (direction : U. Schlattner) 
 
EA : Équipe Associée Université ; URA : Unité de Recherche Associée CNRS ; EMI : Équipe Mixte 
Inserm ; U : Unité Inserm 
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Session 1: Energy and metabolic homeostasis 
 
Imre Berger 
School of Biochemistry, Univ. Bristol and Max Planck Centre for Minimal Biology, Bristol, UK 
How the MultiBac protein production platform unlocked SARS-CoV-2 antiviral research during 
lockdown in Bristol 
Coronavirus infectious disease 2019 (COVID-19), caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome 
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), represents an ongoing global crisis wreaking havoc on communities and 
economies. Key to SARS-CoV-2 therapeutic development is unravelling the mechanisms that drive high 
infectivity, broad tissue tropism, and severe pathology. We discovered a druggable pocket in SARS-
CoV-2 spike (S) glycoprotein. Our cryo-EM structure revealed that the receptor-binding domains, which 
mediate viral infection, tightly bind the essential free fatty acid linoleic acid (LA) in three composite 
binding pockets locking S in a non-infective state. The pocket is highly conserved: a similar pocket is 
also present in the highly pathogenic SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV which caused the 2003 and 2012 
outbreaks, respectively. Importantly, all SARS-CoV-2 Variants of Concern, including Omicron, contain 
this pocket which is thus evolutionary conserved since decades. LA binding to the pocket precludes 
binding of S to the cellular receptor ACE2 outside of cells, and inside of cells suppresses viral 
replication. These results set the stage for the development of an urgently needed, affordable and 
potent antiviral drug to inhibit infection and transmission of SARS-CoV-2. 
 
Uwe Schlattner 
LBFA, UGA –Inserm U1055, Grenoble, France  
How large protein complexes maintain cellular energy homeostasis 
Cells are permanently exposed to fluctuations in energy intake and energy expenditure. This is a 
constant challenge for their energy state, i.e. global and local ATP/ADP ratios, which have to be kept 
constant for energy-dependent reactions to proceed. Failure to maintain such energy homeostasis is 
involved in most human pathologies and can lead to cell death. The molecular mechanisms of energy 
homeostasis that we study involve large kinase complexes. Creatine kinases and their substrate 
creatine allow buffering and more efficient cellular distribution of energy, overcoming potential 
diffusion limitations. These dimeric or octameric kinases are important for large cells with high and 
fluctuating energy requirements such as myocytes or neurons, but possibly also for adipocyte 
thermogenesis. Nucleoside diphosphate kinases allow energy transfer from ATP to mainly GTP, 
essential for local fueling many cellular processes like dynamin-related GTPase motor proteins. These 
hexameric kinases have additional, non-canonical functions by interacting e.g. with phospholipids and 
acetyl-CoA. While these two kinases directly interfere with ATP or GTP, the AMP-activated protein 
kinase (AMPK) regulates energy intake and expenditure by switching metabolic key enzymes and 
genes. Heterotrimeric AMPK evolved as a cell-intrinsic energy sensor that captures critical ATM/ADP 
(and AMP) ratios to initiate compensatory measures. We have exploited this system to develop a first 
fluorescent nanosensor for non-invasive analysis of cellular energy state in space and time.     
 
Bruno Guigas 
Systemic Immunometabolism Group, Leiden University Medical Center, The Netherlands 
Immune regulation of metabolic homeostasis 
Obesity-associated metaflammation contributes to the development of insulin resistance and type 2 
diabetes. This chronic low-grade inflammation mainly results from subtle changes in recruitment and 
activation of various innate and adaptive immune cells in metabolic organs, notably white adipose 
tissues and the liver. In the framework of this seminar, I’ll present some of our recent works in the 
emerging field of immunometabolism, highlighting the role played by the immune system in the 
regulation of metabolic homeostasis. 
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Session 2: Mitochondria in cell life and death 

 
Paolo Bernardi 
Department of Biomedical. Sciences, Univ. Padua, Italy 
The mitochondrial permeability transition 
Major progress has been made in defining the basis of the mitochondrial permeability transition, a 
Ca2+-dependent permeability increase of the inner membrane that has puzzled mitochondrial research 
for almost 70 years. Initially considered an artifact of limited biological interest by most, over the years 
the permeability transition has raised to the status of regulator of mitochondrial ion homeostasis and 
of druggable effector mechanism of cell death. The permeability transition is mediated by opening of 
channel(s) modulated by matrix cyclophilin D, the permeability transition pore(s) (PTP). The field has 
received new impulse (i) from the hypothesis that the PTP may originate from a Ca2+-dependent 
conformational change of F-ATP synthase; and (ii) from the reevaluation of the long-standing 
hypothesis that it originates from the adenine nucleotide translocator (ANT). I will provide an account 
of how F-ATP synthase may form high-conductance channels, and discuss how unraveling the 
molecular components of the PTP will allow a reassessment of the role of the permeability transition 
in cell death. 
 
Eric Fontaine 
LBFA, UGA – Inserm U1055, Grenoble, France 
Complex I: the final piece of an increasingly complex PTP? 
The molecular nature of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore (PTP) has been the subject of 
intense research for many years. Current proposals involve the ATPase or ANT as the central PTP 
channel regulated by interactions with other mitochondrial proteins. These models, although already 
very complex, do not take into account certain PTP regulators, in particular Complex I inhibitors and 
quinones which bind, among other things, to Complex I. The regulation of PTP opening by Complex I 
inhibitors is a general rule, but its observation sometimes requires the prior detachment of cyclophilin 
D from the PTP. The regulation of the PTP by quinones is even more complex because it is quinone and 
tissue dependent. Furthermore, while complex I regulates PTP, opening of PTP partially inhibits 
Complex I and results in oxidative stress, the initial electron donor of which is NADH. All of these data 
suggest that Complex I should somehow be included in the final PTP composition. 
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Session 3: Muscle, energy & epigenetics 

 
Hervé Dubouchaud 
LBFA, UGA – Inserm U1055, Grenoble, France 
Do environmental factors contribute to the muscle function through epigenetics? 
Skeletal muscles display adaptative properties to various stimuli or constraints including exercise, 
aging, nutrition, hypoxia... This muscle plasticity is essential to maintain or optimize the muscle 
function that contributes to the general health status or performance. Among environmental factors 
that can affect the muscle, hypoxia and inflammation are of major interest since they can significantly 
affect muscle in some situations like chronic respiratory disease, where muscle mass and function are 
reported to be diminished. These changes affect quality of life and ultimately survival. How do these 
environmental changes affect the muscle cell is not yet fully characterized. Besides the main classic 
mechanisms known to be involved in these adaptations such as control of expression of genes of 
interest by transcription factors, further mechanisms may exist. Recent studies suggest that gene 
expression also depends on specific alterations of the chromatin (DNA or histone modifications) 
together referred as epigenetic modifications that can be the consequences of specific environmental 
changes. The alterations of the epigenome could explain the good vs. bad responders phenomenon to 
a muscle stimuli. Understanding how they interefere is essential to then propose countermeasures to 
help muscle function to be maintained or to optimize the muscle response in a variety of populations 
ranging from patients to athletes engaged in exercise training or rehabilitation. 
 
Alexandre Prola 
Dept of Cellular Physiology and Metabolism, Univ. Geneva, Switzerland 
Metabolic regulation of adult muscle stem cells 
Skeletal muscle shows robust regenerative capacity and can undergo several rounds of regeneration 
in response to multiple injuries. This capacity relies on adult muscle stem cells (MuSCs), which are 
quiescent cells that get activated upon muscle damage and then proliferate, differentiate and fuse to 
form new myofibers. For unclear reasons, MuSCs are dysfunctional in numerous pathological 
conditions, which contributes to muscle alteration. Control of MuSC quiescence and activation is key 
for efficient MuSC function but mechanisms at play are not clearly understood. Recent reports suggest 
that MuSCs have distinct metabolic signatures, dependent on their myogenic state (i.e. quiescent, 
proliferating or differentiating). Metabolic properties of MuSCs may hence contribute to fate 
determination and targeting metabolic pathways may offer new possibilities to control MuSC for 
therapeutic applications. As MuSC metabolism has never been explored in vivo, we developed an 
innovative procedure to profile their metabolic state at the single-cell level, in native conditions, by 
combining colorimetric enzymatic reactions with immunostaining against MuSC markers on muscle 
cryosections. Unexpectedly, our results revealed two distinct MuSC populations ranging from oxidative 
to glycolytic cells. Further, MuSCs with distinct levels of mitochondrial function behave differently, 
providing novel insights on the discriminative role of mitochondrial function in the accomplishment of 
early steps of myogenesis. Interestingly, there was a highly significant correlation between the 
metabolism of MuSCs and the metabolism of the neighboring muscle fiber. Thus, muscle fiber 
metabolism may govern MuSC metabolism and consequently, metabolic perturbations of muscle 
fibers may be responsible for MuSC dysfunction in diseases. In this context, we evidenced changes in 
MuSC metabolism in a myopathic mouse model for Collagen VI-related myopathies before the onset 
of muscle weakness. Hence, changes in MuSC metabolism may constitute primary pathogenic events, 
by affecting the myogenic function and capacity of the cells. Hence, our procedure provides a unique 
way to characterize MuSC metabolism in situ, and to identify thereby primary pathogenic changes, 
which may affect myogenic function in diseased muscle. 
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Session 4: Nutrition, healthy living & aging 
 
Beatrice Morio 
CarMeN,  Univ. Lyon 1 - Inserm U1060 - INRAE U1397, Lyon, France 
Amino acids and Mitochondria-ER Interactions 
Contact points between mitochondria and the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), called MAMs for 
Mitochondria-Associated Membranes, have a crucial role in the control of hepatocyte homeostasis. 
Recent data show that MAMs are altered in the liver of mouse models of insulin resistance and 
steatosis indicating that MAMs could be a novel therapeutic target for the prevention or treatment of 
metabolic liver disorders. These dynamic platforms can be regulated by different factors, including 
nutrients. This talk will summarise the progress I have made in the CarMeN laboratory and in 
collaboration with the LBFA on the importance of amino acids in regulating of MAM integrity in liver 
health and disease. 
 
Christophe Moinard 
LBFA, UGA – Inserm U1055, Grenoble, France 
Toward personalized nutrition 
Today, medicine mainly curative and reactive is primarily interested in sick people. Now, with our aging 
Western populations, we face a strong increase in chronic diseases incidence and prevalence that have 
a financial cost that becomes unbearable. Immediate and decisive action is required to reverse these 
trends to avoid a collapse. The paradigm shift would be to move from a reactive to a proactive medicine 
that promote healthy life style to decrease incidence of chronic conditions through P4Medicine that is 
Preventive, Participative, Predictive and Personalized. However, unhealthy lifestyles are major factors 
contributing to chronic conditions that impose a huge financial burden in EU healthcare systems. 
Hence, it is recognized as a gold standard that better nutrition will reduce the risk of chronic diseases 
which impact heavily on health spending. Unfortunately, free-living individuals are often poor at 
judging the healthiness of their own diet (choice of meal constituents, cooking methods, portion sizes 
pattern of eating). Moreover, there is a lack of awareness of the contextual features influencing eating 
behaviour and even where there is motivation to change, people have difficulty translating good 
intentions into healthy behaviours. Hence, their day-to-day constraints (lack of time, lack of 
knowledge, constraining family and cultural habits, personal tastes) make it difficult for them to 
comply and adopt the nationally recommended healthy lifestyles. In the European cook to Health 
study, we proposed to develop a new personalized way that could help people to change their 
behaviour and to adopt healthier lifestyle. 
 
Noël CANO, Christophe PISON 
University Hospital, Clermont-Ferrand, past director of the CRNH Auvergne 
Contribution of LBFA to the field of nutrition in chronic organ disease 
Chronic organ failures and their systemic dimensions are responsible for a common phenotype, 
including anorexia, inflammation, oxidative stress, insulin resistance, hypogonadism and anemia. This 
suggests that patients with organ failure should be managed in a similar integrative way. LBFA 
contributed to a better understanding of metabolic and nutritional changes in chronic kidney, lung and 
liver diseases. Multimodal interventions were proposed to improve the outcomes of these patients. 
 
 

Session 5: Le LBFA de 2002 à 2022 
 
Uwe Schlattner/Eric Fontaine/Christophe Pison 
LBFA, UGA – Inserm U1055, Grenoble, France 
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